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Abstract 
This paper presents a comparison of time response 

specification between the linear quadratic regulator 

(LQR), which is considered one of the modern control 

strategies, and a conventional Proportional-Integral-

Derivative (PID) controller, the two controllers were 

applied to control the angular speed of separately 

excited DC motor (SEDM), and maintain the rotation 

of the motor shaft with step response. The well-known 

Cohen-Coon tuning method has been used when 

applying PID controller, the performance of the two 

controllers was verified through simulation software, 

and it is found that LQR control strategy delivers 

better performance.   

Keywords: Separately Excited DC Motor, PID 

Controller, Linear Quadratic Regulator. 

1. Introduction 

DC motor is a power actuator, which converts 

electrical energy into mechanical energy, it is in 

general divided into two types: self-excited DC 

motor and separately excited DC motor (SEDM) 

[2]. DC motors are widely used in applications 

that require adjustable speed, good speed 

regulations and frequent starting, braking and 

reversing. Due to its excellent speed control 

characteristics, they have been widely used in 

industry even though they cost higher in 

maintenance than the induction motors. The 

speed of DC motor is directly proportional to its 

armature voltage and inversely proportional to 

the magnetic flux produced by the poles, 

adjusting the armature voltage and/or the field 

current will change the rotor speed. [2, 4]. 

The main objective of this paper is to 

control the speed of (SEDM), using linear 

quadratic regulator (LQR), and compare its 

response with the conventional, Proportional-

Integral-Derivative (PID) controller, with Cohen 

coon tuning method. PID controller has been 

used for several decades in industries for process 

control applications. At the same time, it has 

some disadvantages namely; the undesirable 

speed overshoot, the sluggish response due to 

sudden change in load torque and the sensitivity 

to controller gains KI and KP. The performance 

of this controller depends on the accuracy of 

system models and parameters. Therefore, there 

is need of a controller, which can overcome 

disadvantages of PID controller. In this paper, a 

linear Quadratic Regulator has been proposed to 

control the speed of SEDM [8]. 

LQR is one of the control techniques, in 

modern optimal control theory, which has been 

used in many applications, and it discriminated 

with a good robustness that gives it a 

consideration. The LQR technique seeks to find 

the optimal controller that minimizes a certain 

cost function (performance index). This cost 

function is parameterized by two matrices, Q and 

R, the state vector and the system input are 

weighted by them respectively. These weighting 

matrices regulate the penalties on the excursion 

of state variables and control signal, moreover, 

the LQR response is compared with PID-Cohen 

coon controller [3]. 
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2. Mathematical Model of SEDM 

The DC motor converts direct current (DC) 

electrical energy into rotational mechanical 

energy. A major fraction of the torque generated 

in the rotor (armature) of the motor is available 

to drive an external load. Due to the high torque, 

speed controllability over a wide range, 

portability, well-behaved speed-torque 

characteristics, and adaptability to various types 

of control methods, DC motors are widely used 

in numerous control applications, including 

robotic manipulators, tape transport mechanisms, 

disk drives, machine tools, and servo valve 

actuators. Speed control can be achieved through 

variable supply voltage, resistors and electronic 

controls. The schematic diagram of SEDM is 

shown in Figure1 [11]. 
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Figure 1: DC Motor Model 

 

Where: 

 : Armature voltage (V) 

 : Armature resistance (ῼ) 

: Armature inductance (H) 

: Armature current (A) 

: Armature back EMF (V/rad) 

: Field current (A) 

: Motor torque (N.m) 

: Load torque (N.m) 

: Rotor displacement (rad) 

: Angular speed (rad/sec) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The physical parameters of the SEDM are as 

follows: 

 

Table 1: Parameters of SEDM [7] 

  

parameter value 

Armature resistance,  1 ῼ 

Armature inductance,  0.5H 

Moment of inertia , J 0.01Kg.m
2
/s

2 

Coefficient of Viscous friction, 

B 

0.00003Nms 

The back EMF constant,  0.023V/rad 

The torque constant,  0.023Nm/A 

 

Based on Newton's law combined with 

Kirchhoff's law, and assuming constant field 

excitation the armature circuit electrical equation 

is written as in equations (1)-(3)  

 

 

 

 
Equations (2) and (3) can rearranged as follows: 

 

 

 
Equations (4) and (5) represent the state space 

model of (SEDM) through choosing the angular 

speed (ω) and armature current ( ) as state 

variables, and the armature voltage ( ) as an 

input. The output is chosen to be the angular 

speed (ω).  

 

 

 
 

The block diagram of armature controlled SEDM 

is shown in Figure 2, from which the transfer 

function of the system is explained in equation 

(8): 
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Figure 2: Block Diagram of Armature 

Control (SEDM) 

 
 

3. PID Controller Design 

PID controllers are the most widely used type of 

controllers for industrial applications. They have 

a simple structure and exhibit robust 

performance over a wide range of operating 

conditions. They are the most efficient of 

controller's choices when there is no complete 

knowledge of the process. The proportional part 

(P) of PID controller is responsible for following 

the desired set point, while the integral and 

derivative part account for the accumulation of 

past errors and the rate of error change in the 

process respectively [6].  

The PID controller system block diagram in this 

paper is shown in Figure 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Block Diagram of PID Controller 

System [5] 

 

Equation 9 formulated the relationship between 

the input e(t) and output u(t) of PID controller. 

 
The transfer function is expressed as follows: 

 

 
 

4. Cohen-Coon (C-C) tuning Method 
 

Cohen and Coon proposed a method for PID 

controller design and tuning. This method is like 

Ziegler-Nichols method, therefore, both of them 

is applied to plants with step responses of the 

form displayed in Figure 4, this type of response 

is typical of a first order system with 

transportation delay, the response can be 

characterized by two parameters; (L) is the delay 

time while (T) corresponds the time constant. 

They are found by drawing the step response 

tangent at its point of inflection; and noting its 

intersections with the time axis and the steady 

state value. The plant model is represented using 

these parameters as in equation 11. If the step 

response of the plant model can be measured 

through an experiment, or simulated with a 

software, then output signal can be recorded as 

sketched in Figure 4, from which the parameters 

of k, L, and T can be extracted by the simple 

approach shown. Based on Cohen-coon formula 

in Table 2, controller parameters can be 

determined as follows [9]. 
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Figure 4: Response Curve for Cohen-Coon 

Method [6] 
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Table 2: C-C Tuning Rules based on Step 

Response of Plant [12] 

  
Type of 

controll
er 

   

P 

 

  

PI 

  

 

PD 

 

 

 
PID 

   

Where:  a=KL/T, , from the first 

order model of the system: T= 17.3913, 

L=0.514, usually initial design values of PID 

controller parameters obtained by all means need 

to be adjusted repeatedly through computer 

simulation until the closed loop system performs 

or compromises as desired [1]. They were fine-

tuned using simulation software, and the tuned 

values were implie , ,   

5. Linear Quadratic Regulator Design 

Linear quadratic regulator (LQR) is well-known 

optimal control technique, which takes into 

account the states of the dynamic system, and 

control input to make to optimal decision of the 

controller [2]. It is well-known design technique 

in modern optimal control theory, and has been 

used in many applications. The performance is a 

composition of two parameters; the state vector 

and the control input, these two parameters are 

measured as a quadratic function. The optimal 

control law can be obtained via solving the 

algebraic Reccati equation (ARE) given by 

equation 16, conditioned with the controllability 

of the linear time invariant system, which can be 

modeled in the state space as follows: 

 

 

 
 

Where A is nxn state matrix; and B is nxm 

control matrix. 

The objective of the LQR is to minimize the 

performance index of equation (13) which will 

optimize the speed of SEDM accordingly. 

 

 
 

Where Q is nxn positive symmetric semi-definite 

state weighting matrix, and R is nxm symmetric 

positive definite control weighting matrix, these 

two matrices have a great importance therefore, 

they influence the system performance, the 

selection of Q and R is a cumbersome problem, 

but they could be normally selected using 

iterative procedures. In this paper, a trial and 

error method had been used to determine the  

 

values of Q and R. the problem of LQR is to find 

the optimal control input   that minimizes the 

performance index under the constraints of Q 

and R matrices. According to figure (5), the 

control input is given by: 

 

 
Where k denotes the feedback gain vector, which 

minimizes the performance index through 

determining the places (locations) of closed loop 

poles of the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Linear quadratic regulator 

structure 

The gain vector k can be calculated using the 

relation: 

 

 
 

Where (P) is a positive definite symmetric 

constant matrix which can be obtained by 

solving the algebraic Reccati equation (ARE) 

given by: 

 

 
 

Substituting equation (15) in equation (14) 

yields: 

 

 C 

 

x y 
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The solution of equation (17) is exist if the Eigen 

values of matrix (A-Bk) have negative real parts 

[4, 10]. The values of Q, R and k were obtained 

as: 

 

 

 
With   

 

6. Simulation and Results of the   

Proposed System 
 

Figures from 6 to 8 show the simulation results 

of the proposed system, figure 6 shows the step 

response of the closed loop step response of 

SEDM, while figures 7 and 8 show the step 

response in existence of PID and LQR 

controllers respectively. 

 
Figure 6: Closed Loop Step Response 

 

Equations (18-20) show the closed loop transfer 

function of SEDM without controller, with PID 

controller and with LQR respectively. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7: PID Step Response 

 

 
Figure 8: LQR Step Response 

 

 
Figure 9: Response of PID &LQR 
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7. Discussion 

Table 3: Comparison between controllers 

response 

controller Rise 

time(s

ec) 

Settl

ing 

time 

(sec) 

Maxim

um OS 

(%) 

SS 

error 

C.L 

response 

with unity 

feed back 

0.721 3.83 19.5 0.024 

C-C PID 

controller 

0.397 2.33 17 0 

LQR 1.4 2.33 0.0443 0 

 

Table (3) shows rise time, settling time, 

maximum percentage overshoot, and steady state 

error of step response of the SEDM, without any 

controller; in the existence of C-C PID 

controller, and in existence of LQR, for 

comparison purposes, it is clear from table 3 that 

the step response of the system has 0.024 steady 

state error, 19.5% overshoot, and the response is 

slow with 0.721 rise time and 3.83 settling time, 

the two controllers were used to improve the 

system performance, settling time was reduced to 

2.33 second for both two controllers, PID 

controller reduced rise time to 55.06%, and LQR 

decreased it to 194.17% of its values before 

using a controller, but PID controller response 

contains 17% overshoot, and increased system 

order by one to become third order system, as 

shown in equation 19, compared with 0.0443% 

overshoot for LQR. Although the response of 

LQR is slower than PID response, but it has very 

small value of overshoot with zero steady state 

error, this gives LQR favorability and 

preference.  

8. Conclusion 

The main objective of the controllers in this 

paper is to control the speed of SEDM, the 

response of a conventional Cohen-Coon PID 

controller was compared with the response of 

LQR, it was cleared in the discussion, that both 

the two controllers improve the system response, 

and it is concluded that LQR has better 

performance, compared with PID controller in 

reducing the overshoot, and maintains the 

system's order unaltered without increasing. 
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